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“Although sometimes I am bored, I think of what my teacher told me that

we should be grateful for some place to stay and family to talk with. I think
that she is right, so I try to think of the situation in that kind of way”
I can’t go to school and see my friends and teachers during this pandemic,
but we can still do some communicating together via Hangouts chat or
sometimes video call with others. Sometimes, my parents and I bake
cookies or we try out some delicious recipes. The relationship between
friends and I hasn’t changed much but I am starting to feel lonely without
them. When I get back to school I will focus on my work, and hang out with
my friends at recess. And of course, follow the rule of social distancing.
Our community is basically staying at home, but since it is phase 2, there
have been minor parties and gatherings, like about 5-9 people party/
gathering, and they BBQ together in their houses.
The only exercise I get is that I ride my bike around the same boring place
and I’m like, “AHHHHHH!!! I DON’T WANT TO STAY AT HOME ANYMORE!!! I
WANT TO GO OUTSIDE!!!” Ugh... I am so bored… Why can’t I just go to
school??? When I am bored at home I just groan. I hate this virus! Before I
could play with my friends, but now I only play with my teddy bear and
Detective Pikachu, my little Pokemon whose tail is dangling and that he
keeps on asking me for coffee and cheese. “La la la la la, it is so boring, la
la la...”. That’s the song I sing when I am bored.
Although sometimes I am bored, I think of what my teacher told me that we
should be grateful for some place to stay and family to talk with. I think that
she is right, so I try to think of the situation in that kind of way. It may not be
fun to always stay at home, but as Trudeau said, we can get through this

pandemic if we work together, and keep each other safe by physically
staying apart but communicating in different ways.
I hope that life will come back to normal and Covid-19 will be over soon.

